
Thank you for purchasing this great product. 

Please keep the instruction manual for future reference. 

Item Specification
Power

Size 144x122x150mm(LxWxH)

Weight  460g(without adapter) Accessory AC Adapter

c. Temperature: Operate between 5 oC to 40 oC.

Feature

Instruction Manual 

Operation:

Input :100~240V , 50~60Hz  / Output : 4V 500mA 

ITEM NO.:KA083 

* Approximate TPD (Turns Per Day):
  Mode A: 1440 turns; Mode B: 1440 turns; Mode C: 5760 turns; Mode D: 2152 turns 

* Insert the adapter into the socket located on the back side of the product and plug it into the electrical outlet. 
* Open the front cover, softly pull out the watch holder using your index finger and thumb.
* Place the watch around the watch holder and put the watch holder back into place.
* Press the “ON/OFF” button to ‘ON’. 
* Select one of the Rotation modes by sliding the switch to either A,B, C or D and then the corresponding cycle will begin.

Mode A : The winder will rotate clockwise for 6 minutes, then stop for 30 minutes, and then it will repeat this cycle. 
Mode B : The winder will rotate counterclockwise for 6 minutes, then stop for 30 minutes, and then it will repeat this cycle. 
Mode C : The winder will rotate clockwise for 20 minutes, then stop for 10 minutes, then it will rotate counterclockwise 
                for 20 minutes, then stop for 10 minutes; then it will repeat this entire cycle. 
Mode D : The winder will rotate clockwise for 10 minutes, then counterclockwise for 10 minutes.  It will repeat this cycle
                for 3 hours continuously, and then when it has finished, it will stop completely for 9 hours.  Once the 9 hour rest is
                complete, it will repeat this entire cycle. 
Close the cover.*
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Rotation modes:
A/B/C/D

b. Four rotation modes: A/B/C/D. Each mode performs a different 
    winding mode (described below).

The "Power" switch and the A/C Adaptor port 
can be found at the back of the Watch-Winder.

A/C Adaptor
port

* Please remove the A/C Adaptor when the Watch-Winder is not in use.

* Do not place or remove a watch on the watch holder while it is moving.

* Please dispose of this product responsibly at an approved disposal site orrecycling facility. 
   Do not dispose of this product  in normal household waste.
* To stop the winder rotating, lift the lens cover.

Note:
Please use the A/C Adaptor
supplied with this unit.

Disconnect the A/C Adaptor from the 
Watch-Winder when the unit is not in use.

Before inserting or removing the watch from 
the watch holder, ensure that the  
Watch-Winder is switched off.

Do not move the Watch-Winder while the 
unit is in use.

Please take a few moments to read and understand this manual. 
It will ensure the correct use of the Watch Winder.


